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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
March 3, 2015 

CHARTACLOUD ANNOUNCES 2015 HOME CARE SERVICES AND 

TECHNOLOGIES SYMPOSIUM 

Symposium for Certified and Non-Certified Home Health Care Entities to be Heald 

March 26, 2015 in Portsmouth, New Hampshire 

Exeter, NH, March 3, 2015– ChartaCloud Technologies, LLC (“ChartaCloud”) ChartaCloud Technologies 

(“ChartaCloud”) announced today that it will host a one day symposium themed “Foundational Home 

Health Care Services Technologies for Profitability, Performance and Compliance”. The symposium’s 

agenda will address topics for both certified and non-certified home health care, hospice and after care 

service providers. The purpose of the symposium is to enable participants to become more deeply 

informed regarding current conditions and trends on the use of technologies and IT related HIPAA 

compliance strategies for technologies used in home health care services. A major goal of the symposium 

is to allow participants to discover how the use of technologies can enhance patient care, business 

operational performance and improve HIPAA compliance around privacy and security. 

The symposium will feature nationally recognized speakers including Mr. Rich Chesney, President of 

Healthcare Market Resources and Colington Consulting’s President, Jay Hodes, former Assistant Inspector 

General for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Technology specialists from ChartaCloud, 

Hewlett-Packard, Treeno Software and qliqSoft will also present on technologies for use in health care 

services. 

A ’live technologies lab’ will be on-hand whereby participants will have access to advanced technologies 

such as SMART paper forms, digital pens for data capture and the latest technologies in health care 

laptop, tablet and smartphone based mobile electronic forms processing.  
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Symposium participants will also have the opportunity to engage in a moderator led ‘future scenario’ 

mapping session whereby attendees can interact with their peers to forecast their views on the future of 

home healthcare services. The objective of the ‘future scenario’ mapping session will be to develop and 

share peer defined insights on how to plan for and set strategies for the future of their businesses.  

 “We at ChartaCloud believe that there is significant value in assisting home health care service providers 

secure a deeper understanding of the growing role technologies will play as an integral component of 

their practice profitability and compliance management. To the degree that we can as a company 

contribute and partner and advocate for increasing IT related knowledge, awareness and preparedness 

for the future of this critically important and growing sector of health care we are pleased to do so,” said 

Lauryn Schimmel managing director, ChartaCloud Technologies 

There is no fee to attend the 2015 Symposium; seating is limited. The symposium will be held at 

Portsmouth’s The 100 Club located at 100 Market Street in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Further details 

regarding the symposium can be obtained and seating reservations can be secured by calling 603-580-

1088 or by e-mail at events@chartacloud.com subject line: symposium 

About ChartaCloud Technologies 

ChartaCloud is a leader in end-to-end, full service solutions for mobile electronic forms processing and automation 

designed to capture data on paper or digitally with equal ease and accuracy.  ChartaCloud Technologies’ IT 

solutions for the health care industry allow companies to bridge the gap between the paper and digital worlds.  

The company, based in Exeter, NH, was founded by leadership with more than 25 years of experience in forms 

automation and IT. 

 

### END RELEASE ### 

If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Lauryn Schimmel at 603-580-1088 or email at 

info@chartacloud.com. 
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